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Design Company Study

Studying Product Design at A-level will give you the skills, knowledge and understanding of 

how to design and manufacture products for society. Designers and design companies have 

a design philosophy. Essentially, this type of design thinking provides the rationale for 

creating products that are human-centred and have a real positive impact on society.    

Task 1. Design Company Study: Analyse either an individual product designer or design 

company and detail ‘design thinking skill-sets’ that they implement to deliver effective 

solutions to design briefs / problems. 

Product designers and design companies have a ‘design philosophy’ 2. “a theory or attitude 

that acts as a guiding principle for behaviour”. 

Directly reference products that either the individual designer or company has realised. This 

report needs to be approximately 500-600 words and should be accompanied by relevant 

imagery. You could select a designer or company from the list below or choose your own. Can 

you also please include a bibliography for all sources of information. 

Q & A:  What is a design philosophy?



An example: A famous design company in Italy called Memphis produce these 

products.

Q& A what could you say about them in terms of their approach to design (i.e. their 

philosophy)

To help you, 

here is what 

a normal / 

typical 

product 

would look 

like!



Designers

O Ideo

O Seymour Powell

O Dieter Rams

O James Dyson / Dyson

O Ron Arad

O Santiago Calatrava (Architect)

O Philippe Starck



Charles Rennie Mackintosh (1868 to 1928) was a renowned Scottish designer and 

architect, who contributed greatly to design in the early twentieth century. He 

designed buildings, including the impressive and imposing facade for the Glasgow 

School of Art (1899). He also produced floral watercolours, landscape watercolours, 

textile designs and interior designs. His furniture is especially memorable and their 

innovative design was important, at a time of change from Art Nouveau to 

Modernism.

Many of his designs were influenced by Art Nouveau 

and the Arts and Craft Movement. He can be regarded 

as a leading force in the modernist movement, 

although his designs were more artistic than those 

who followed strict modernist ideals. He often included

floral patterns and Celtic Art, as simple decoration. 

He was also influenced by Japanese style and design.

He recognised that the Japanese brought simplicity, 

style, functionality and the use of natural materials to

their designs/products.

Charles Rennie Mackintosh 

Here is an example of some research of a designer to give you an idea of 

what kind of information you should have when researching designers.



Charles Rennie Mackintosh did not design for mass production, but usually for 

individuals and for specific rooms. Mackintosh utilised a combination of design 

principles derived from Art Nouveau, the Arts and Craft Movement and Japanese 

design.

Example: Charles Rennie Mackintosh 

Definitely have examples of their products and 

mention the style and what type of materials 

they tend to use.



Why is it important to look at past 
designs/designers

O It is much better to design “in the style of…” rather than 

to copy or reproduce the design.



In the style of….
O Lamp inspired by Philippe Starck’s

Juicy Salif



In the style of….

O Hat inspired by a Philip Treacy design



Retro design
O Modern products based on styling from the past



Products and Society

Task 2

Q2: When you go into a shop and purchase a product; do you choose the product or 

does it choose you? 

Required outcome: Write a 200_300-word report. 

Q & A:  What factors do you consider when purchasing a product?



Task 3

Q3: Research the origins of the Product Designer to the Industrial 

Revolution 1760-1840 and explain how the profession is important to 

Society. Detail any other important milestones for the Product Designer. 

Reference both key designers and iconic products.

Required outcome: Write a 400-500-word report (include images)

Q & A:  What do you think the industrial revolution was about?

Product Design: An historical perspective on the profession



Task 3

Consider:  

What cause the revolution?

What impact did it have on society? Good and bad!

How did it change the attitudes of consumers?

Product Design: An historical perspective on the profession



Task 4

Q4: Explain what skills a Product Designer needs to have to be 

successful in industry? 

Working as a Professional designer

Q & A:  Think about it, what 

do you have to show, to be 

different from the rest? The 

necessary skillset a 

designer  needs to be 

regarded as a successful 

designer?


